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Introduction

“On our next vacation I hope to pick up these two.”

Evolution of a concept
Initially, I bought a camcorder so I could document the behaviors of
birds I encountered in the field. Subsequently, I discovered how easy
and enjoyable it was to share recorded observations with friends. Also,
it became clear that showing a video is a good way to elicit thoughtful
discussions. For various reasons, a few naturalist friends have also purchased camcorders, and now we frequently share stories and video
clips of our best discoveries. From this humble beginning, the concept
of nature video journalism emerged, along with the idea of publishing a
series of books—the Terra Explorer series you are now reading—to
support naturalists who use camcorders. Soon to follow was the creation of the online Terra Explorer Project where nature video journalists
can upload video-annotated stories that highlight their personal observations and discoveries.
The challenge
Discoveries and insights of naturalists continue to provide essential
information about the natural world. This is particularly true in an
age when information is freely exchanged over the internet and when

Both the Terra Explorer book series and our companion website are designed
to encourage naturalists and biologists to adopt digital technology to document
their field experiences and discoveries. Details for submitting stories to the
Terra Explorer Project can be found Appendix B.
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Though I have often watched male Boat-tailed Grackles displaying to one
another, it was not until after I videotaped their displays that I noticed the
prominence of eye-flashing. Indeed, one perk of capturing observations on
videotape is the opportunity to review your observations more carefully.

digital devices such as cameras, camcorders and computers are available to record and store observations. Yet, the greatest challenge for
aspiring nature video journalists is not mastery of new digital tools, but
in deciding what to videotape and how to present their observations as
engaging stories. This is why the content of the Terra Explorer series
concentrates on natural history as opposed to the technical issues of
videotaping (see appendix A). In this volume*, the primary focus is on
birds, with a few intriguing entries on insects, reptiles, and mammals.
Book’s organization and video projects
Active creatures such as birds are exciting to study. Though much of
their behavior has been described in the scientific literature, very few
activities of birds have actually been filmed. Naturalists who use camcorders can help fill this void. To this end, the first section of this book
titled, Behavioral Profiles, contains information on 21 North American
birds. Each profile includes drawings and descriptions of a species’
most prominent behaviors.

* Future

volumes in the series will cover different topics and contain a selection of the
latest and best stories posted to the online Terra Explorer Project.
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Karen A. Finch

Robin Siuzdak Rebeck

For those naturalists intrigued by interpreting the function of behaviors, I refer you to the second section of the book titled Movie Scripts.
Each of the eight scripts presented are accented with drawings and
photos to complement the action described in the script’s text, which is
essentially a review of the latest information available on the topic
being discussed. Recognizing what birds are doing and why provides a
framework for organizing your time in the field and helps nature video
journalists piece together their observations into a coherent story.
Needless to say, following a script is the gold standard for producing
nature documentaries.
The third section of the book titled, Adventures in the field, represents the core of nature video journaling. Normally, naturalists record
observations and ideas in their natural history journals. In mine, I
record where I have been, what I witnessed, and my insights and interpretations. Since I keep my journal on a computer, I am able to link
digital images and video clips to specific entries. This arrangement
lends itself to composing short video annotated stories that I can later
share with other enthusiasts. Many examples are included in the last
section of this book. Since all of the stories printed here are part of the
Terra Explorer Project, you can view the supporting video by visiting
our companion website at www.terranat.com.
When it comes to birds, there are many topics to explore—so many,
in fact, it is unlikely that you will run out of material to observe. Ironically, it is easy to collect so much footage when videotaping that it
becomes burdensome to log and edit. A solution to overshooting is to

The author observes and videotapes a “dancing” Reddish Egret which
he later includes in a story submitted to the Terra Explorer Project.
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have specific objectives in mind when using a camcorder. This is why
the material in this book is organized into mini-projects. The objective
of the first two sections, for example, is to document specific behaviors.
Even in the third section, you will notice that many of the stories
combine short clips that share a specific theme, such as novel foraging
techniques of birds, different ways birds take a bath, courtship displays,
and interactions between young birds and their parents.
Also, when you have well defined objectives, you open up the possibility of collaborating with other naturalists. In fact, it is my hope that
readers will be able to videotape many of the behaviors mentioned in
this book, particularly those listed in the species profiles (first section).
Together we could potentially compile a library of notable behaviors of
most major groups of birds (as well as all other animals).
Indeed, there are infinite ways to collaborate in a manner that produces meaningful results. As one option, you may want to consider
submitting a video to one of the ongoing projects listed on our website.
Typically these online endeavors are moderated by naturalists or
researchers who are interested in learning more about a specific topic,
species or geographical location.
Participating in the Terra Explorer Project
Thankfully, there are many ways to experience the natural world.
Many people use nature as a source of inspiration, relaxation, and entertainment. Then there are the dedicated naturalists, both professional
and amateur, who make regular excursions into the wild to observe
and solve local mysteries. This book was written for curious naturalists,
especially those who see a need for sharing their discoveries and insights to a local and global audience via the internet. It is my hope that
the content of this book inspires more naturalists to include not only a
camcorder in their tool kits but also to take the time to compose and
share stories about their discoveries. Readers interested in participating
in the Terra Explorer Project can learn more on the type of stories
accepted in Appendix B.
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Behavioral profiles

BB

Notable behaviors of the Northern Mockingbird

--

∞ ∞ ∞

A

lthough the life histories of most North American
birds are described in scientific journals, very few
behaviors have been photographed or filmed. In this section of the book, you will find 21 profiles of common
North American birds that lead fascinating lives and exhibit interesting behaviors. The challenge proposed here is
to videotape the behaviors described in each of the profiles.
In the following pages, known visual and vocal displays
are labeled in italics; some of the more notable behaviors
are illustrated as black and white drawings. Additional
information on nesting is also provided. Regrettably, there
is not enough space to summarize all known facts about
each species. For more details, I recommend visiting the
website run by Cornell’s Lab of Ornithology titled, “The
Birds of North America,” http://bna.birds.cornell.edu
After capturing the behaviors on videotape, you are invited to submit your observations to the Terra Explorer
Project where you are likely to find comparable material
uploaded by other naturalists.

∞ ∞ ∞
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Greater Roadrunner

MR

WJ Davis

Sunbathing: While facing away
from the sun, the back feathers are
spread apart to expose the bather’s
black skin (area shown in white
above).

R

oadrunners are renown for their ability to run down prey (e.g.,
lizards, snakes, rodents, and insects) at speeds over 30 km per
hour. At a full gait, the head and tail of a roadrunner are held parallel
to the ground—to help change direction the tail can be used as a rudder. Roadrunners can fly short distances and often glide between
perches.
Territoriality
During the breeding season, a
pair of roadrunners jointly defends a multi-purpose territory.
Males are particularly aggressive
toward other males and females
toward other females. After a
pair’s young have fledged, the
parents divide up their territory.
Throughout the winter, roadrunners defend individual territories.
Confrontations between birds
are usually resolved via ritualized displays. During boundary
disputes, for example, males

MR

Cooing: While calling, males perform
elaborate head movements: the head
is lowered, with the crest raised, and
eye patches exposed. When the bill is
moved forward and up, the male emits
a coo call.
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MR

Punching: With wings and tail
spread, a male jumps into the air
prior to mounting the female.

MR

When copulating, the male offers
the female a nuptial gift, usually food.

MR

approach each other with the
head lowered and tail held vertically. As the intensity of a conflict increases, so does the rate
of tail wagging and the extent to
which the bare patch of skin behind the eye (postorbital apteria)
is exposed. Cooing and wingpopping are also performed
during most confrontations.
Near the back of the head, the
postorbital apteria is orange to
red in color; near the eye, this
patch of bare skin fades to a pale
blue. Colors of the apteria are
most vivid during the breeding
season.
Sexual behavior
Although roadrunners pair for
life, bonds between birds are
renewed each year. During pair
formation (February to March),
a male and female forage together while exchanging growl
coos and barks. There are often
prolonged, vigorous chases
with each bird lunging at the
other with open wings and
spread tail. Bill-clacks are
also frequently produced.
Between chases, both sexes coo
and participate in stick-offering

Flick-bow: Soon after a male dismounts the
female, he circles her, bows, and emits short
coos. His wings are generally lowered while
the crest is raised and eye patches exposed.
The stationary female responds by flicking
her tail in synchrony with the male’s tail
movement.
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displays. Pre-copulatory displays include prancing and tail-wagging.
Prior to and during copulation, the male holds food or plant material in
his bill that he eventually offers to the female.
Parental care and infanticide
Both sexes incubate and feed young. Young hatch at different times,
and when food is scarce, younger chicks may become weak and lethargic. Adults systematically check the health of chicks and may eat those
that are too weak to survive.
Roosting and maintenance behaviors
Roadrunners live in arid environments where ambient temperatures
can vary enormously over a 24-hour period. On cold nights, birds roost
in dense trees or shrubs that trap heat. Roadrunners can also lower
their body temperature from 40°C to as low as 34°C. To warm themselves in the morning, they orient the body so it is perpendicular to the
sun and also erect the feathers on their back. Adults retain the black
pigmented skin of nestlings, presumably to help absorb heat from the
sun. The downy feathers on the back of a roadrunner also absorb heat.
Roadrunners will dust bathe and lie in active ant mounds in order to
rid themselves of feather parasites. In response to predators, parents attending chicks will drag themselves along the ground or flutter their
wings while in a crouched position (i.e., feign injury). Adults dodge
aerial predators by running, flashing their wings, and spreading the
tail.

Beating prey: Roadrunners flush
insects from vegetation by rushing
forward with outstretched wings
and fanned tail. When caught, large
prey is beaten against the ground
before being swallowed whole.

WJD
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Vocalizations
Seven types of calls are recognized. Only males have been observed
emitting coos, the most frequently heard call. From fixed perches, males
alternately coo to each other. Also, only males emit whirrs while only
females bark.
Coo: A low pitched call given by territorial males from an elevated
perch—can be heard over 250 meters.
Growl Coo: A series of three to four short, growling notes that is emitted by both sexes. While calling, the crest is raised and the throat and
body feathers are usually fluffed out. Eye patches are partially
obscured.
Whirr: A soft, mechanical puffing sound ( putt-putt-putt-whirrrrr)
that is emitted by males while they perform a tail-wag display—
precedes copulation.
Bark: A series of rapid barking sounds (two to 22 notes) that can be
heard over long distances. Given by lone females in response to their
mate’s calls.
Whine: A single, long, low frequency whine emitted by both sexes
when sitting or crouching.
Wing-popping: Produced by slapping the wings against the sides of the
body, an action that signals aggressiveness.
Bill-clacking: Castanet-like sound produced by both sexes. The clacking calls of females are usually higher in pitch than that of males.
Nesting
A well concealed nest is usually placed one to three meters above the
ground in a tree, shrub, or a cactus. The nest is a shallow structure
made of sticks lined with leaves, grass, snake skins, or mesquite pods.
Females build the nest using material collected by the male. She emits a
whine to stimulate her mate to gather sticks.
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Movie scripts

“Am I too late to
be a extra?”

BB / KAF
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∞ ∞ ∞

I

n the production of nature documentaries, the story-line
typically follows a written script, with the most pivotal
scenes depicted in a series of line drawings called a storyboard. Once a script and story-board are compiled, it is up
to the director and film crew to capture the required
scenes on film. During the editing phase, the relevant
scenes are integrated into a coherent story. A written script
is particularly valuable when producing a lengthy documentary. This process can also benefit naturalists when
deciding what, when, and where to focus their efforts in
the field, especially if you intend to videotape your observations. The following section contains eight movie scripts
covering a variety of topics related to birds.
Technically, you can use the scripts presented in this
section to produce your own mini-documentary, but making movies is not the intended objective. Alter-natively,
you can think of scenes described in each script as those
special behaviors to look for while observing birds. Because information included in each script covers birds
worldwide, you are unlikely to witness all of the scenes
described; yet, there is a very good chance that you will
observe related behaviors exhibited by your local species.
Although different species often solve similar problems
in similar ways, there are many surprises that underscore
the talents and inventiveness of birds. When you manage
to capture extraordinary behaviors and events on videotape, you not only have the ability to revisit your observations but to also share them with other naturalists.

∞ ∞ ∞
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Hoarding food (caching)

"Oh brother! Now we're gonna hear him whine about
how hard it is keeping track of a thousand pine nuts!"
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A

trio of Torresian Crows, two adults and one juvenile, simultaneously discovered a discarded hamburger lying on the ground.
The adult male repeatedly ripped off chunks of meat and carried them
a short distance away, where he dug a shallow pit and buried the meat.
In quick succession three caches were created. The adult female also
snatched chunks of meat, but instead of caching them, she flew to a
nearby tree and ate what she could carry in her beak. After the supply
of meat was exhausted, the male retrieved each of his caches in turn. As
he ripped off pieces to swallow, the juvenile stood nearby and begged
to be fed, unsuccessfully. So did the female, but she was rewarded with
a beak full of food. Why did the male feed the female and not his own
offspring?
What is noteworthy in the above observation is that each member of
the family responds differently to the food. The dominant male tried to
monopolize as much of the food as possible by burying large portions
of the booty before eating any of it. His mate grabbed what she could
and flew to a safe location where
she would not be disturbed; later
the female increased her share by
soliciting morsels from her mate.
The juvenile tried unsuccessfully
to beg for food. As a rule, social
status within the group determines what options are available
to acquire food; the alternative is
BB
to forage alone.
American Crow buries French fries.
Risks are involved when
storing food as opposed to eating it. What these risks might
be depend on what items are
cached, where and when the food
is hidden, and when stored items
are retrieved. Chunks of meat, for
example, are more perishable
than acorns. Despite the problems, many birds find it to their
Eurasian Jay buries an acorn.
advantage to cache food, whether
(by Aremy McCann)
the food is quickly retrieved or
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left in storage for months at a time. Biologists who have studied foodhoarding have found that the practice not only enhances a bird’s wellbeing, but also requires a sophisticated level of cognitive development
with regard to long-term memory and the ability for birds to decipher
each other’s intentions.
Short- versus long-term caching
Hawks, falcons, and owls often cache prey for a few hours to several
days, generally retrieving a cache on the same day that the prey is
killed. Small, seed-eating birds that overwinter in cold climates (e.g.,
chickadees, tits, and nuthatches) often store food for short periods of
time. The extra seeds retrieved and eaten before settling down for the
night is a practice that balances out daily energy demands. The ingestion of stored food at the end of the day by New Zealand Robins boosts
the caloric intake critical for surviving cool winter nights. When possible, it would also benefit robins to avoid retrieving all of their caches
before going to sleep, so that food is available early the next morning,
when invertebrates—the robin’s preferred food—are difficult to find.
Though it may seem counterintuitive, short-term caching also makes
sense when food is abundant. For birds of prey, the profitability of
hunting depends on both the abundance of prey and the type of prey
available at the time. When catching highly mobile prey, falcons and
hawks often cache prey rather than consuming each item as it is
killed—presumably to maximize the return on their efforts. A down
side of caching too many items is that meat can spoil quickly during
warm weather.

The heaviest birds
in the flock are slower to
react, thus more likely
to be captured by predators.

→
WJD
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Ironically, some small birds
will cache food to avoid becoming victims of bird-eating raptors
since excessive body fat or a crop
full of food can make a small
bird sluggish and, hence, vulnerable to aerial attacks. Accordingly, the birds cache food to
avoid overeating, at least until it
is time to roost for the night.
Numerous birds cache food for
long periods spanning days to
many months. It is probably not
a coincidence that the diet of
long-term hoarders usually consists of foods that have a long
BB
In times of plenty, kestrels are known shelf life such as seeds, nuts, and
to store small prey for later use.
acorns. Even meat-eating birds,
such as American Kestrels, may
wait for weeks before retrieving
a cache during cool weather. The
prey of New Zealand Falcons has
remained unclaimed for even
longer periods. During the coldest months in North America,
some owls manage to store items
for up to three weeks with little
BB
or no spoilage.
At times, what appears to be
Clark’s Nutcracker stores a pouch
full of pine seeds.
long-term hoarding can be attributed to “food envy” or greed;
when food is abundant, a bird will cache food simply because it can.
Still, in a handful of species, there is a positive link between long-term
hoarding and survival rates and even breeding success. Three well
documented examples involve related species that live in the mountainous regions of North America: Clark’s Nutcrackers, Pinyon Jays,
and Western Scrub-Jays. All three species cache the seeds of Pinyon
Pines for weeks to months before retrieving the food.
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Clark’s Nutcrackers possess a sublingual pouch for carrying seeds, a
sharp pointed bill useful for digging, and strong wings capable of transporting the added weight of a pouch containing many seeds. In years of
heavy cone crops, a single nutcracker can cache up to 33,000 seeds; such
a large supply comes in handy in January and February when other
foods are hard to come by. (Note: Nutcrackers feed their nestlings pine
seeds, an unusual food for nestlings.)
Pinyon Jays travel in large flocks for most of the year; a flock of 250
jays can cache up to 4.5 million seeds before the winter snows. In early
spring, the stored pine seeds help to sustain the birds during courtship,
nest building, egg laying, and incubation. (Note: When insects are
scarce, Pinyon Jays will also feed pine seeds to nestlings.)
The least specialized of the three species is the Western Scrub-Jay.
They not only lack a throat pouch for holding pine seeds during transport, but are also weak fliers with a relatively short bill. Yet, in a heavy
cone year, a jay may cache as many as 12,000 seeds. Scrub-Jays are not
known to feed pine seeds to their young. Instead, they dine exclusively
on protein rich insects.

Sublingual pouch facilitates caching
Several features have evolved to facilitate food-hoarding such as
the throat pouch present in many corvids. This expandable area of
the throat is used to carry food.

WJD

Raven

Clark’s Nutcracker
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R.P. Balda

A cache of a Pinyon Jay is shown
after it is dug out of the snow.

R.P. Balda

Pinyon Pine seeds (1 cm long)

Another long-term hoarder is
the Acorn Woodpecker. These
cooperative breeding woodpeckers stash acorns in small
holes in the trunks of trees
located near the center of the
group’s territory (comprised of
two to 15 woodpeckers). Such
granary or larder trees (telephone poles are also used) can
contain thousands of nuts and
are vigorously defended by all
members of the group. If the
number of stored acorns drops
below a critical level, the survival rate of woodpeckers
suffers. During severe shortages
of acorns, the entire group may
abandon their territory.

Deciding where to cache
Acorn Woodpeckers, along with
some owls and birds of prey,
cache food at one location, hence
the label of larder-hoarders. On
the other hand, most species of
birds scatter small caches over
their entire territory, a strategy
that discourages pilfering from
competitors.
Birds take a number of preAremy
cautions
to reduce spoilage and
An Acorn Woodpecker stores acorns
in the group’s granary tree.
thievery. Various species of jays
bury acorns and beechnuts in
open meadows, away from squirrels, which are reluctant to venture far
from cover. Clark’s Nutcrackers typically cache pine seeds on northfacing slopes and along ridges where snow accumulates early in winter
to depths great enough to discourage seed robbers. The following
spring, nutcrackers uncover the seeds when the snow starts to recede.
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Protecting one’s investment
Thievery is a problem for all birds that cache food. To cope, many birds
re-cache food by regularly moving stored food to new locations, typically farther from the original food source. Clark’s Nutcrackers initially
bury seeds near harvest trees, but once their original source is depleted,
they start to relocate caches to other sites that are less likely to be visited
by seed-eating rodents. Gray Jays living in boreal forests undertake a
practice called multistage hoarding, the details of which were studied
by erecting raisin dispensing feeders to attract the jays.
When a feeder was located in an open field, some 20 meters from the
edge of the forest, the jays cached raisins in trees nearest to the feeder
and quickly returned to the feeder to collect more raisins. In contrast,
when a feeder was placed along the edge of the forest among the trees,
the jays scattered their caches throughout the forest. The Gray Jays’
focus was on emptying the feeders as quickly as possible when a feeder
was located away from the safety of the trees. In order to do this, they
clumped all their caches in the vicinity of nearby trees. But clumping
caches encourages other animals to raid the jay’s caches. Within two
hours after a “meadow” feeder was emptied, the jays refocused their
efforts on retrieving the hidden raisins, not to eat, but to re-cache them
in a scattered fashion throughout the woods. Gray Jays routinely
recache food throughout the winter. By retrieving a cache, a bird can

Gray Jays in Canada
regurgitate swallowed items
that have been coated with
sticky saliva. The saliva
acts as glue holding the
food items together to form
a bolus. Saliva also helps
attach the bolus to the tips
of pine needles, branches,
and trunks of trees. Compared to other jays, Gray
BB
Jays have a short beak that
is unsuited for digging in
the ground. The habit of gluing food to trees may explain why the
salivary glands are enlarged in this species.
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WJD

Red-headed Woodpecker
stores an acorn.

WJD

Nuthatches and chickadees store
seeds taken from backyard feeders.

determine if an item has been
stolen or spoiled. Re-caching also
updates a bird’s memory regarding where the best caches are
located.
The study of caching has also
provided insights into the mental
perceptions of birds. Common
ravens, for example, quickly
learn that it is a waste of time to
cache food when other ravens
are watching. If a raven is being
watched, it will either delay caching, fly to an area where it cannot
be seen, or store food behind an
object that is large enough to
block the view of potential onlookers. Such behavior makes
sense given that untended caches
are often raided by ravens. A
raven not only remembers where
it has cached food, but can also
remember where its companions
have cached their food.

Common Ravens take extra care not to cache
food when other ravens are looking.

WJD
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In captivity, a raven will move a cache to a new location when disturbed by a flockmate and even falsely cache food, as if to mislead spying birds. Potential raiders, on the other hand, take precautions to avoid
being conspicuous when monitoring a companion’s movements. When
spying, would-be raiders remain at a respectable distance and often
change position in order to get a better view of where a cache is being
hidden. They will quickly move or turn away when the caching bird
stops what it is doing, as if trying to avoid attracting attention to themselves. Lastly, a raven that is contemplating a raid on another raven’s
cache site will move away when the rightful owner approaches.
All of the above claims have been substantiated with captive birds
under carefully monitored conditions. In contrast, ravens monitoring
wolves at a kill make no effort to hide their “intentions.” Both in the lab
and in the field, these highly intelligent birds are capable of purposefully deceiving one another and, more remarkably, act as if they are
aware of the intentions of other flock members.
Interactions with other species
Given their intelligence, we expect ravens and jays to easily learn where
and when to cache food. But what about the behavioral flexibility of
small-brained species? Are they also picky with regard to where they
store food? Probably, but not as much as ravens. We do know that individuals of the same species living in different geographical areas differ
in where they stash food reserves.
Coal Tits, a small chickadee-like species, are widespread across
Europe. In the Pyrenees, Coal Tits are residents year-round, and
throughout the winter they cache seeds on the branches next to the
trunk of conifer trees where less snow falls. The birds do not start to
retrieve their caches until snow blankets the tops of trees, which hinders finding new food items. In comparison, Coal Tits living in Norway
store food only in autumn and then primarily in the outer branches of
trees. The failure to cache food in protected locations at first puzzled
researchers, until they discovered that the best storage sites are dominated by the much larger Crested and Willow Tits. Exclusion from
prime sites not only explains the Coal Tit’s low survival during harsh
Norwegian winters, but also explains why those Coal Tits that do overwinter in northern Europe are more nomadic than Coal Tits living
farther south in the Pyrenees.
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It takes a thief to know a thief
Birds re-cache food to prevent pilfering. Does this mean that they
recognize the ill intent of their flockmates? To explore this possibility,
researchers observed the behavior of two groups of Florida Scrubjays as they buried wax worms in sand filled ice trays. In one group,
none of the subjects could escape the watchful eyes of other jays,
whereas in the second group, the birds buried food in private. Three
hours after the initial caches were made, all of the birds were given a
chance to retrieve buried worms to eat or re-cache without other jays
watching.
During this recovery phase, a new sand filled tray was placed in
the enclosure along with the original tray. Subsequently, when returned to the enclosure, some of the jays re-cached their own worms
and some of the jays did not. Also, some of the birds were observed
retrieving the worms cached by other jays. The results become interesting when you identify the group to which each jay belongs.
It turns out that jays that were spied upon re-cached more worms
than birds that were not watched. Also, many of the watched jays
re-cached food in the new trays. In contrast, birds in the “private”
group showed no preference where they relocated food. Evidently,
birds recalled not only where they buried worms, but they also remembered that their actions were monitored by other jays.
The experiment was repeated, but with a twist. In the second experiment, the motivation to pilfer was enhanced by allowing a group
of jays to watch where food was being hidden and then allowing
them to retrieve the booty. Undoubtedly, the experience of stealing
affected the jays’ subsequent behavior in that they continued to steal
in the recovery phase of the experiment, and they behaved as if they
expected other jays to steal their caches. Why else would they routinely re-cache worms in the new ice tray? Their actions indicated
that the trained jays have a sense of what other jays could be thinking based on their own experiences!

A scrub-jay buries a wax worm.
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Enhancing reproductive success
Surviving inclement weather is only one reason why birds cache provisions. When access to food is reliable, a bird is not only well-fed, but it
is more likely to start breeding earlier than less fortunate individuals.
In fact, some males may use “extra” food as an exchange for sex.
Recall that both Pinyon Jays and Clark’s Nutcrackers typically breed
earlier than other species sharing their mountainous habitat, but how
much earlier depends on the quantity of Pinyon seeds that were stored
the previous fall. The same principle applies to Blue Jays living in our
northern suburbs. Before migrating south for the winter, many jays
scatter-hoard acorns and nuts around their breeding territory—food
that is not retrieved until the jays return the following spring. If a jay’s
supply of cached acorns is plentiful, he is likely to breed earlier than he
would have otherwise.

A female Barn Owl is surrounded by mice brought to
the nest by her mate.

A Barn Owl male continues to cache food until after the chicks have
hatched. The size of his larder has important implications for his future
reproductive success. For starters, a large larder makes it easier to attract a quality female; and second, cached food can be used to feed an
ovulating female—the more food she is fed by the male, the more eggs
she will likely lay. As demonstrated in other birds, if a male’s larder is
insufficiently stocked, a female may switch to another suitor. To what
extent, however, a female’s choice between a male’s capacity to store
food or the propensity to catch and deliver food is unknown.
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Female Great Grey
Shrikes prefer to pair
with males that have
cached food at numerous locations on his
territory. To store food,
shrikes impale prey on
thorn bushes and
barbwire fences. If a
female accepts a male
because of his ability
to feed her, then it is
reasonable to assume
that she uses the same
criterion to evaluate
the suitability of extrapaired males. In this
regard, it is worth noting that male shrikes
must offer food to females
before copulating.

Marek Szczepanek

Food for sex

Great Grey Shrike

After watching tagged shrikes for three years, researchers determined that a male’s chance of siring young was significantly greater
when he offered a female—his mate or an extrapaired partner—
large, energy rich food simply because females refuse to copulate
with males that do not offer such a nuptial gift. Even more intriguing
was the discovery that food items presented to extra-paired females
are, on average, four times larger than items offered to the resident
female—the male’s mate. Whereas males typically offer their mates
insects, they offered extrapaired females prey that is more difficult to
catch such as birds, voles, and lizards.
Assuming that she does, why would a female “demand” more nutritious gifts from a stranger than from her own mate? Because not only
does a large gift advertise a suitor’s quality, it also defrays the cost of
“cheating” if her absence from her mate’s territory happens to be
noticed. The risk is real since male shrikes will attack the female
when and if she unexpectedly appears after a brief absence. Is this
because he “suspects” that his mate has been unfaithful?
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Loggerhead Shrike impales
a mouse on a thorn.

Aremy

Role in courtship and mating
Among Northern Shrikes living in the deserts of Israel, caching extra
food impresses females. Male shrikes maintain year-round territories,
and as the breeding season approaches, they start to impale and cache
uneaten prey at scattered sites across their territory. On the other hand,
females also impale food items, but only as an aid in dismembering the
prey. Females also live a more transient life than males, preferring to
reside on a male's territory only long enough to fledge a brood of
young. When it comes to selecting a nest site, females compete with
each other for males that exhibit the largest number of caches.

MacGregor’s Bowerbird
stands in front of a recently
stored fruit.
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When a male is experimentally deprived of his caches (by researchers), he is no longer visited by females. Not unexpectedly, males that
maintain a large number of caches (augmented by researchers) breed
earlier and sire more young than non-provisioned males. Why?
Because the extra food was used to attract and mate with multiple
females.
In the mountain forests of New Guinea, another reason for caching
food was discovered. Here, male MacGregor’s Bowerbirds store fruit in
the vicinity of their bowers. Contrary to what you might expect, the
cached food is not used to attract or feed females. Instead, the male eats
the extra food during those critical periods when females are most
likely to visit his bower. With food on hand, he does not have to leave
his bower unattended. The male can also spend time maintaining a tidy
bower, which is built to attract females.
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Adventures in the field:
stories from the Terra Explorer Project

“Well, it’s an obvious example of tool use, but
they’re completely ignorant of the old adage,
‘measure twice, cut once.’ ”
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∞ ∞ ∞

M

ost naturalists keep written records of where
they have been and what they have observed.
Unfortunately, much of this invaluable information is
neither published nor shared with other enthusiasts.
The Terra Explorer Project (TEP) was created to provide naturalists with an opportunity to share their
observations and insights. In this section you will find
a few of the best stories presented online.*
We require authors to present facts accurately and to
interpret their observations in the context of known
scientific knowledge. All narratives are reviewed by inhouse moderators. Although the stories in this section
can be enjoyed without playing the video, we invite
readers to log on to the TEP website where they can
view the supporting multimedia by searching for the
keyword “TEV1.”

∞ ∞ ∞

* This first volume of the series was completed before the project was launched,
therefore the majority of the stories included were written by the series’ editor
except where noted. Future editions will include submitted stories from other
naturalists participating in the Terra Explorer Project.
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Boat-tailed Grackles
Celery Fields, Sarasota, Florida (May ’03)

• Two males sing and display to each other
• Males displaying to females

O

ften I have watched two, sometimes three, male Boat-tailed
Grackles standing side by side, vigorously displaying to one
another for minutes at a time. Eventually, they would peacefully part,
leaving me to wonder what had just taken place. Were the males arguing, albeit in a ritualized manner, over the location of a shared territorial boundary?
According to published studies, males fight over patches of real
estate where groups of females decide to build their nests, usually over
water among a bed of reeds. Such circumstances promote a reproductive strategy called “harem defense polygyny” whereby a dominant
male tries to monopolize the majority of matings within a nesting
group. However, on average, he may sire only 25 percent of the young
raised by the females. This is because females travel some distance from
the nest area to gather food, etc., and while they are away, they copulate with other males. In other words, no one male can control the sexual behavior of any of the females, which begs the question: How
should a male behave to maximize his chances of copulating with as
many females as possible?
When breeding is in full swing, a male is obligated to fight off rivals,
a feat that obviously taxes his energy reserves. One way to lower the
cost of defense would be to form alliances with other males. Could this
be the reason why males come together and posture to one another as
shown in the videotape? If two males learn to accept one another, they
could combine efforts in repelling rivals from the nesting sites in the
reeds as well take turns following individual females to feeding sites,
etc.
In addition to confronting rivals, males spend a lot of time displaying
to females. It is interesting to note that males adopt a different posture
when trying to get the attention of a female while the pair is away from
the nesting site. Instead of pointing the beak skyward, a male walks
behind the female while bowing and raising the feathers on the back of
his head and neck. The tone of the male’s vocalizations is also more
subdued.
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Females are also approached by males when en route to their nests. In
this scenario, a male flies in front of the female as he fluffs out his body
feathers, opens his long tail, and sings. Typically, the male overshoots
the female’s nest, but he quickly doubles back to land next to her and
continues his courtship overtures by bowing and rapidly fluttering his
wings. Not once have I seen a male copulate with a female near her
nest. Perhaps his efforts are rewarded when the female is away collecting nest material.

Caching peanuts
Everglades NP, Florida (February ’08)

• Crow re-caches peanuts when other
crows are present

B

irds hoard food for a variety of reasons. Though usually beneficial,
the practice has its costs. The more food items a bird hides, the
more challenging it is to remember where each stash is stored. (Some
hidden stashes are never recovered.) A cache can also be stolen. Recent
studies of corvids (e.g., jays, crows, and ravens) have discovered that
individuals watch where a cohort has cached food and, given the
opportunity, will return to the site and steal its companion’s stash.
Corvids are also acutely aware of each other’s ill intentions. If, for
example, a crow notices that it is being watched while hiding food, it
will later retrieve its cache and bury it somewhere else. This is exactly
what happened in the Everglades National Park, when I watched a visitor to the park offer peanuts to a Fish Crow.
After stuffing the peanuts in its throat pouch, the recipient flew to
several spots nearby and buried them. The bird then returned and
repeated the process. On its third trip, circumstances changed when a
second crow flew over while peanuts were being buried. Instead of immediately returning to retrieve more peanuts, the first crow dug up and
re-stored its most recent cache at a new location some 30 feet away. A
few minutes later, a third crow approached the pile of peanuts. At this
point, the original crow stopped caching, at least nearby. Instead, it
filled its throat pouch with peanuts and flew out of sight over a nearby
stand of trees.
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Playing the drum
Sarasota, Florida (April ’08)

• Pileated Woodpecker drumming on telephone pole

T

o advertise ownership of real estate, songbirds sing and woodpeckers drum. Many songbirds vary what they sing, in part
because variety impresses one’s audience. Could the same principle
apply to woodpeckers? Possibly, if a woodpecker varied the rhythm
and volume of its drumming.
I am not aware that woodpeckers significantly vary either the tempo
or cadence of their drumming. Yet many woodpeckers do change the
spot where they drum, even on the same drumming post. By doing so,
they can change the pitch of the sound produced. Is such maneuvering
done “intentionally” to achieve a new sound to impress the listener
with the drummer’s virtuosity? (Note: In most species of woodpeckers,
both sexes drum.)

Flitting redstarts
Portal Canyon, Arizona (early May ’08)

• Males foraging and singing in trees before nesting

A

number of birds use wing- and tail-flashing to flush prey. While
foraging in the canopy, Painted Redstarts often stop to rapidly
open their wings and tail—an act that exposes their white wing and tail
feathers. A recent study of redstarts concluded that such antics are designed not only to startle insects, but to direct the prey’s escape trajectory into the predator’s field of vision. By pivoting and cocking the tail
in a specific manner, a redstart guides fleeing prey into a narrow region
in front of its face where the hunter’s stereoscopic vision is most acute.
White on the tail and wings is critical to the bird’s success. This was
confirmed when researchers artificially darkened the white feather
patches of Painted Redstarts. In the experiment, birds that lacked white
feathers caught significantly fewer insects than redstarts with unmodified feathers (i.e., naturally white feathers).
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Calls of the
Belted Kingfisher
Myakka SP, Florida (January 27, ’07)

• Rattles convey the aggressive intentions of the
caller

B

elted Kingfishers are intensely territorial year-round. I once placed
a stuffed model of a male kingfisher in front of an active nest to
observe the residents’ reactions. Before I could make it back to the
blind, my model was beheaded by the male. Later I confirmed that both
sexes are very aggressive toward intruders. While defense of one’s
territory is necessary, making physical contact during combat can potentially cause serious injury. Perhaps this is why Belted Kingfishers
convey their aggressive “intentions” during confrontation by vociferous calling.
In bird books, the calls of Belted Kingfishers are described as
“rattles.” This is because the birds emit a rhythmic series of broadband
pulses. Though the acoustic structure of their vocals is very simple,
kingfishers can concisely vary the tempo, pitch, and volume of their
calls. By so doing, a lot of useful information can be conveyed. Of particular interest to kingfishers, during the heat of battle, is learning as
much as possible about the emotional and aggressive “intentions” of
their opponents.
When relaxed, a kingfisher’s call is typically short with a repetition
rate of 3 to 5 pulses per second. But, when highly aroused, a bird’s
voice dramatically changes. As expected, the pulse rate of excited birds
increases. Two additional changes can also occur, namely: How pulses
are spatially arranged within a call—e.g., pulses can be evenly spaced,
arranged in doublets, triplets, etc.—and a call’s apparent pitch. Although such details may seem academic to a casual birdwatcher, the
beauty here is recognizing that small changes in a kingfisher’s voice,
changes that even humans can detect, are reliable indicators of the
caller’s future behavior. For example, the rattles emitted by a kingfisher
that is highly motivated to attack a rival are slow and harsh sounding
to our ears. On the opposite end of the continuum, kingfishers emit
high pitched screams when frightened or when being attacked. Such
submissive calls are produced by greatly increasing the tempo of the
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rattle and focusing the sound energy into the higher frequencies.
Years ago, I conducted a series of tests as part of a scientific inquiry,
in which I broadcasted different calls from a loudspeaker to learn how
kingfishers would respond. Playback of an aggressive rattle caused an
approaching bird to turn away in midair, an appropriate response
given that the identity of the adversary was unknown. The opposite
reaction occurred when I played submissive screams—that is, kingfishers readily approached the source of the sound. By broadcasting different calls, I could make a kingfisher literally fly in circles.

Vermilion Flycatcher
Garner SP, Texas (April ’08)

• Aerial displays of a male

T

he head and breast feathers of a male Vermilion Flycatcher are fire
engine red. In contrast to his appearance, his song is subdued.
Why such a feeble song? Determining when and where a male sings
could provide a few clues to the answer. The males I followed in Garner
State Park all sang exclusively while performing aerial displays high
above the trees. Not once did I observe a male singing from a perch. A
second clue relates to the flycatcher’s habitat. During the three days I
tried to videotape the birds, the wind blew unrelentingly—with sufficient force to interfere with my audio recordings.
According to the Park Ranger, April is the windiest time of year in
central Texas. Still, there are steps that songbirds can take to overcome
excessive background noise: singing early in the morning before the
heat of the sun energizes local weather patterns; singing from a high
perch, if available, to help project a song over long distances; and lastly,
including repetitive notes in a song to increase the chances that at least
some part of the song is recognized above the noise. It would seem that
the Vermilion Flycatcher uses at least two of these tricks when a male
sings its simple song high above the trees.
According to published accounts, courting Vermilion Flycatchers
males offer butterflies to females, but I wonder if there is more to this
nuptial ritual than providing sustenance to the female. Why butterflies?
Curiously, in flight, a male flycatcher resembles a butterfly in flight, an
effect that is enhanced when he flies against a strong headwind.
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Karen A. Finch

Black-chinned
Hummingbird
Garner SP, Texas (April ’08)

• Performance of a courtship flight
by a single male

W

hile following Vermilion Flycatchers, I encountered a male
Black-chinned Hummingbird approximately four feet off the
ground, flying rapidly back and forth, with each swoop tracing a shallow U-shaped path. At the bottom of his loop, a faint buzzing sound
was audible. After 23 swoops and dives he landed on a branch presumably near a female hidden in the brush.
Males of other species of hummingbirds perform similar displays.
Some fly higher, some trace wider dips, and some produce louder
chirps and buzzes at the bottom of their dives than Black-chinned
males. Because a female is generally hidden in the brush when a male
courts her, it is possible that she may not appreciate much of what is
visually going on. If so, what component of the display—visual or auditory—most impresses a female? I propose that a male’s spectacular
dives are performed not for their visual appeal, but to generate a series
of impressive sounding buzzes and chirps—sounds that even a hidden
female would notice.
According to recent research on Anna’s Hummingbirds, the sound
accompanying aerial displays is produced by rapid vibrations of the
tapered ends of a male’s tail feathers. (Note: Tail feathers of Blackchinned Hummingbirds are similarly tapered.) Moreover, when a
male’s tail feathers are removed, display dives are silent. Unfortunately,
my sources do not mention if silencing a male also reduces his chances
of convincing a female to mate. In the case of the Black-chinned male
that I observed, I got the impression that the intensity of his performance was unimpressive since his shallow loops did not generate much
of a buzz.
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Wild Turkeys
South Llano River SP, Texas (April ’08)
Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona (May ’08)

• Males display to a flock of females in Texas
and Arizona

F

ive subspecies of Wild Turkeys exist in the United States, differing
somewhat in appearance, size, and behavior. Male turkeys in eastern populations court females in small mobile groups, whereas males in
parts of Texas and the Rocky Mountains visit traditional display
grounds called “leks.” In all locations, however, males tend to associate
with relatives, specifically siblings and cousins, and within each group,
one male is the alpha male that secures most of the copulations. Ironically, the breeding success of the top male hinges on the strength of his
alliance with subordinates.
According to C.R. Watts, who intensively studied turkeys, the dominant tom is seldom interrupted while courting a female because other
members of his group fight off the intruders. Lower ranking males of
the “brotherhood” subsequently exhibit mock matings by mounting
and treading on logs, dried cow mature, and even mating with bare
ground.
Within the boundaries of South Llano River State Park, TX, a large
plot of land has been set aside as a reserve for Wild Turkeys that is off
limits to hunters. On a calm, cloudy morning before sunrise, my friend
Karen Finch and I stationed ourselves next to a large field within the
reserve to videotape lekking toms. The first flock of turkeys walked out
of the surrounding pecan grove shortly
before sunrise.
For several hours,
three males and more
than a dozen females
shared the pasture. Two
of the males coordinated
their displays, while the
third strutted about on
his own. Later in the
morning, three juvenile
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ÌAustralian Hobby, predaceous mimicry 158
Oxyura leucocephala
Falco longipennis
Dunlin, food dunking 151
ÌBlack, flocking 98
Calidris alpine
Falco subniger
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ÌNew Zealand, caching by 108
Falco Novaeseelandiae
ÌPeregrine 240
Falco peregrinus
Foraging/hunting 145, 154
predaceous mimicry 158
ÌMerlin 97, 98
Falco columbarius
false brooding
Black-necked Stilt 243
Killdeer 33
false nests, of Blue Jays 61-62

Largo 204, 231, 232, 235, 247
Longboat Key 184-198, 208, 232, 234-38,
241
Myakka S.P. 191-2, 196, 205, 207, 213, 222,
239, 243, 244,
Sarasota 184-186, 199, 202, 210, 212,
218-220, 224-229, 230, 232, 238, 239,
241, 243, 245, 246, 247
Marco Island 208
flowerpiercer, 138

Flycatchers

ÌRestless
Myiagra inquieta
ÌAmerican Goldfinch 153
foraging 142-144
Carduelis tristis
scissor-grinding call 220 (video)
ÌGalapagos Woodpecker
ÌScissor-tailed
Geospiza pallidus
Tyrannus forticatus
tool use by 147, 149
nest associations 172
ÌHouse 153
ÌVermilion
Carpodacus mexicanus
Pyrocephalus rubinus
ÌPine Siskin, food dunking 153
aerial vocal display 214
Carduelis pinus
foraging 137-158, 195
ÌSharp-beaked, blood parasite 147
(also see specific species)
Geospiza difficilis
associations with 144
ÌWeaver Finch, nesting 165, 168
bait-fishing 148, 150
Ploceus cucullatus
beaks as tools 138, 232
Finch, Karen A., 231, 235, 248
by smell 81, 140, 222
flash marks 103-104, 240
by sound 139-140
flicker, see woodpeckers
cooperative 157, 207
flight
diving 184
coordinated flying 98
dropping prey 148
speed 86
dunking food 151
thermal soaring by hawks 102
eating clams 192
flocks
extracting grubs 245
avoiding aerial attacks 98
finding hidden prey 141
finding food 88
flushing prey 142-143
in Australian outback 89
food dunking 151, 152
mixed-species 95
foot-trembling 143, 188
movie script 87-104
fruit-eating and UV vision 140-1
predator vigilance 91, 93
hunting tactics of raptors 153-158
response to predators 96
innovators 151
saving energy 98-100
learning to forage 149, 188
sentinels / vigilance 93
mixed-species assemblages 95, 144-45
shape of V flight formation 11, 99, 100
natural selection of sensory abilities 138
Florida
parasitism 146
Belleair 204, 209
raiding Potter Wasp nest 230
Belleair Bluffs 203
skimming 232
Crowley Nature Center, Sarasota, FL 190
using tools to forage 147
Everglades NP 205, 211, 244
UV vision 140-1, 249
Homosassa Springs 201

Finches
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•G•
Galah, see parrots
Garner State Park, Texas 199, 206, 214-215
Gnatcatcher, Blue-gray
Polioptila caerulea
nest building 197-198

•H•
Hansell, M. 198
Harrier, Swamp; communal roost 83
Circus approximans
hunting style 157

Godwits

ÌFerruginous, foraging 155
Buteo regalis
ÌGalapagos, helpers at the nest 157
Buteo galapagoensis
ÌHarris’s, cooperative hunting by 157
Parabuteo unicinctus
ÌRed-shouldered
Buteo lineatus
foraging 155, 195
mantling prey 199
ÌWhite, camouflage while flying 158
Leucopternis albicollis
ÌZone-tailed
Buteo albonotatus
flying with vultures 158
predaceous (aggressive) mimicry 158
herd-effect 79, 191
Herons (also see egrets)
ÌBlack, canopy foraging 152
Egretta ardesiaca
ÌGreat Blue, 91
Ardea Herodias
food dunking 151
nesting 197
play 127
ÌGreen, bait-fishing by 148-149, 150
Butorides virescens
ÌLittle Blue 91
Egretta caerulea
foraging 144, 188
ÌTri-colored
Egretta tricolor
foraging 188
in mixed species flock 91
ÌWhite-faced, foraging 144
Egretta novaehollandiae
ÌYellow-crowned Night Heron
Nyctanassa violacea
face-off with raccoon 187
hoarding food (see caching)
Homosassa Springs Wildlife S.P., 201
Honeycreepers, Hawaiian
communal roosting of 74

ÌBar-tailed
Limosa lapponica
food dunking 151
nest associations 173
ÌBlack-tailed
Limosa limos
flash marks 104, 151
Goldeneye, Barrow’s 132, 136
Bucephala islandica
crèching 133, 136
Goose, Brent flocking 89
Branta bernicla
Goshawk, Brown 158
Accipiter fasciatus
Goshawk, Grey
Accipiter novaehollandiae
camouflage of movement 158

Grackles
ÌBoat-tailed 2
Quiscalus major
dueling males 210
food dunking 151
foraging tactics 204
ÌCarib, food dunking 152
Quiscalus lugubris
ÌCommon 204
Quiscalus quiscula
Grebe, Pied-billed
Podilymbus podiceps
courtship 222
standoff with coots and gulls 231
Green flash 238
Greenshank, Solitary; foraging 143
Tringa nebularia
Guadalupe National Park, Texas 170, 197

Gulls
ÌLaughing Gull 231-32, 235
Larus atricilla
ÌRing-billed Gull, profile 35
Larus delawarensis

Hawks
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honey badger, see Ratel
Honeyguide, Greater
Indicator indicator
foraging 145

Hummingbirds
ÌAnna’s Hummingbird 215
Calypte anna
playing 120
ÌBlack-chinned Hummingbird
Archilochus alexandri
courtship display (video) 215
nesting (video) 197
•I•
Ibis, White 91, 196
Eudocimus albus
eating toad 247
information centers 80
•J•
Jackdaw, Eurasian
Corvus monedula
communal roosting of 74
Javelina, see Collared Peccary

Jays
ÌBlue, profile 60, 55, 228, 229
Cyanocitta cristata
burying acorn 223
playing 123-126
scatter-hoarding 115
tool use by and play 61
ÌBrown, playing 123
Cyanocorax morio
ÌEurasian, caching by 106
Garrulus glandarius
ÌFlorida Scrub-Jay
Aphelocoma coerulescens
flock sentinels 93
re-caching by 114
ÌGray, caching by 111
Perisoreus Canadensis
ÌMexican, associations with flickers 55
Aphelocoma ultramarina
ÌPinyon, profile 57
Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus
caching by 108-110, 115
ÌWestern Scrub-Jay
Aphelocoma californica
bathing of 229 (video)

caching by 109
predaceous mimicry 158
response to rattlesnake (video) 191
Junco, Dark-eyed
Junco hyemalis
prey of Northern Shrike 153
•K•
Kea 119
Nestor notabilis
foraging 138
play 126
Keats, J. 249

Kestrels
ÌAmerican
Falco sparverius
caching by 108
playing 122
ÌEuropean, UV vision to detect voles 141
Falco tinnunculus
ÌMauritius
Falco punctatus
effects of predation on nest placement 168
Killdeer, profile 32
Charadrius vociferous
false brooding 33
feigning injury 33
nesting 34
vocalizations, description of 34
Kingbird, Western
Tyrannus verticalus
nesting with flycatcher 172

Kingfishers
ÌBelted 227
Ceryle alcyon
calls 213
ÌBuff-breasted Paradise-Kingfisher
Tanysiptera sylvia
nesting in termite mounds 176
Kite, S wallow-tailed; forked tail 162
Elanoidea forficatus
Kleptoparasitism 25, 95, 146
Knot, Red; flocks of 89
Calidris canutus
Kookaburra, Laughing 173, 200
Dacelo novaeguineae
nesting in termite mounds 176
playing 122
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Krishachura
Caesalpinia pulcherrima
medicinal plant 180
•L•
Lammergeier
Gypaetus barbatus
dropping bones 148
leafcutter ant, see ants
leapfrogging
European Starling 92
Pinyon Jays 58
lekking
Brown-headed Cowbird 71
Wild Turkey 216
Limpkin
Aramus guarauna
eating clams 192
Loon, Common, profile 8
Gavia immer
•M•
Macaque, food dunking 152

Magpies
ÌAzure-winged Magpie
Cyanopica cyana
nest associations 173
ÌBlack-billed Magpie, smell 140
Pica hudsonia
ÌMagpie
Pica pica
flocks of 101
host of cuckoo 135
ÌYellow-billed Magpie
Pica nuttalli
nesting with orioles 172
Magpie-lark
Grallina cyanoleuca
nesting with Willy Wagtail 172,174, 202
Mallard, profiles 20, 236
Anas platyrhynchos
crèching by 131, 193-194
Manatee, Florida 201 (video)
Trichechus manatus latirostris
Mapleton, Australia 200, 220, 245
Marco Island, Tigertail Beach, FL 208
Masked Lapwing, foot-paddling 143
Vanellus miles

Medicinal plants in nests 180

Megapods
ÌMalleefowl, mound building 130
Leipoa ocellata
ÌBrush-turkey, Australian
Alectura lathami
foraging 144
nesting 130
lateral folding tail 165-66
Minnesota, St. Cloud 193, 247
Mississippi River, US A 193
Mixed-species foraging flocks 51, 55, 91, 92,
102, 240
deceit within flocks 95
relating to spishing 97
Mockingbird, Northern, profile 63, 141, 142,
209, 218
Mimus polyglottos
bathing 229
tail 162
territoriality 219
wing-flashing 63, 219
Moorhen, Common
Gallinula chloropus
profile 29
territoriality 231, 235-36
vocalizations, description of 31
Myakka River State Park, FL 192, 196, 205-7,
213, 222, 239, 243,
•N•
nature video journalist 1, 252
Neen, medicinal plant 180
Azadirachta indica
nesting
also see specific species
with aggressive neighbors 171-172
associating with bees and ants 175-176
associating with birds and reptiles 177
associating with predators 173
colonial / communal 171
dung (scat) in owl nest 171
hole-nesting 169, 179
laying eggs in mound 130
movie script 167-180
protecting the entrance to 169-170
sanitation 180
woodpecker nest and fungus 178-79
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New Mexico 157
Glenwood 245
Robert’s Lake 222

Nighthawks
ÌCommon, aerial displays 247
Chordeiles minor
ÌSand-colored, communal nesting of 171
Chordeiles rupestris

Nuthatches
ÌBrown-headed, tool use by 147
Sitta pusilla
ÌEuropean, protect nest 169-170
Sitta europaea
ÌClark’s 108-112, 115
Nucifraga Columbiana
sublingual pouch 109
ÌPygmy, communal roosting of 76
Sitta pygmaea
ÌRed-breasted, protecting the nest 169
Sitta Canadensis
White-breasted 75, 95, 112
Sitta carolinensis
protecting nest 169
•O•
Oriole, Bullock’s
Icterus galbula
nest associations with magpies 172
Osprey 125, 239
Pandion haliaetus
cooperative hunting by 157
otters, scent marking by 190
Lutra Canadensis

Owls
ÌBarn, caching by 115, 139
Tyto alba
ÌBurrowing, profile 48
Athene cunicularia
scat at nest 171-72
ÌEastern Screech-Owl
Otus asio
bring snake to nest 177-78
Oxpecker, parasitism 147
Buphagus spp.
Oystercatcher, Eurasian
Haematopus ostralegus
learning to forage 149

•P•
Pandanus leaf, used as tool 148
Vidua paradisaea
Parakeet, see parrots

Parrots
ÌGalah
Cacatua roseicapilla
crèching of 133
play mad flights 126
ÌGolden-shouldered, nesting in termites 176
Psephotus chrysopterygius
ÌMonk, foraging on Bottle Brush 209
Myiopsitta monachus
ÌRock, flock sentinels 96
Neophema chrysogaster
ÌSulphur-crested Cockatoo 158
Cacatua galerita
ÌThick-billed, flocking 98
Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha
ÌYellow-tailed Black Cockatoo
Calyptorhynchus funereus
extracting grubs 245
Peafowl, Indian
Pavo cristatu
sexual selection and long tail 163
Peccary, Collared
Pecari tajacu
in campsite 204

Pelicans
ÌAmerican White, profile 11
Pelecanus erythrorhynchos
cooperative foraging 185-86
crèching 132
flocking 90
nesting 13
vocalizations, description of 13
ÌBrown
Pelecanus occidentalis
diving 90, (video) 184-86
teaching young 185
Great White Pelican, flock formation 99
Pelecanus onocrotalus
Penguin, Adelie
Pygoscelis adeliae
crèching 134
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Petrels
ÌFlesh-footed, nest associations 177
Puffinus carneipes
ÌKermadec, visual mimicry 146
Pterodroma neglecta
ÌLeach’s Storm-Petrel
Oceanodroma leucorhoa
foraging by smell 140
Pheasant, Argus
Argusianus argus
long tail 164

Phoebes
ÌEastern, nesting 178
Sayornis phoebe
ÌSay’s Phoebe, building nest barrier 170
Sayornis saya
pigeon (see Doves and pigeons)
pfishing (see spishing)
play
also see specific species
attributes of 120
developmental trends of 127
diversity of play behavior 121
fighting 120
function of 124
movie script 119-128
sensitive periods 128
types of play 121

Plovers
ÌCommon Ringed, flocking 89
Charadrius hiaticula
ÌGrey, nest associations 173
Pluvialis squatarola
plumage, skimmers 234
Portal, Arizona USA 191, 212
predaceous mimicry 158
predation 66, 79, 134, 169-170, 175
pseudoscorpion 220-21
•R•
Raccoon 42, 66
Procyon lotor
foraging 187
Rail, Water; food dunking 151
Rallus aquaticus
Ratel
Mellivora capensis
following honeyguides 145
rattlesnakes, see snakes

Raven, Common 77
Corvus corax
caching by 112
information center at roost 81
play 121-124
sublingual pouch 107

Redstarts
ÌPainted Redstart
Myioborus pictus
foraging 142
wing-flashing by 212
ÌSlate-throated Redstart, foraging 141, 165
Myioborus pictus
use of tail when foraging 166
Roadrunner, Greater
Geococcyx califormianus
cooing, sunbathing & clacking 217-218
profile 44

Robins
ÌAmerican
Turdus migratorius
foraging by sound 139-140
roosting 83
ÌNew Zealand, caching by 107
Petroica australis
Rock Dove (see Feral Pigeon)
Rook, roost as information centers 80, 82
Corvus frugilegus
roosting 73-86
also see specific species
also see communal roosting
aerial 86
•S•
Sanderling, flocking 96
Calidris alba
flash marks 104

Sandpipers
ÌCommon, food dunking 151
Actitis hypoleucos
ÌCurlew, food dunking 151
Calidris ferruginea
Sapsucker, Yellow-bellied; caching by 117
Sphyrapicus varius
scissor-grinding call of
Restless Flycatcher 220
Scoter, White-winged; crèching by 134
Melanitta fusca
Scrub-jays, see jays
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Scrubwren, Yellow-throated
Sericornis citreogularis
following Brush Turkeys 144-45
sentinels, within flocks 93
Serval, as nest predator 171
shelf fungus, nesting woodpeckers 224
Shrike-tanager, White-winged
Lanio versicolor
flock leader 95

Shrikes

ÌWestern Diamondback Rattlesnake
Cortalus atrox
at bird feeding station 191
Snipe, Common
Gallinago gallinago
role of tail in acrobatic flight display 166
social soaring 81
songbirds (see specific species)
sound, use in foraging 139-140
South Llano River State Park, TX 197, 216

ÌGreat Grey, caching by 116
Lanius excubitor
ÌLoggerhead, caching 117
Lanius ludovicianus
select for long tail 165
ÌNorthern
Lanius excubitor
caching by 117
vocal mimicry to lure prey 153
Shrike-Tanager, White-winged
Lanio versicolor
flock leader 95
Silvereye, juvenile flocks of 100-101
Zosterops lateralis
Sittella, Varied; tool use by 147
Daphoenositta chrysoptera
Skimmer, Black
Rynchops niger
bill size 232
courtship display 234
foraging style 232
nesting colonies 138, 171
plumage 234
video 232
Skua, as nest predator 134
Stercorarius skua
Skua, Long-tailed
Stercorarius longicaudus
vigilant species near nest 173
sleeping, manatees 201
smell, in birds 140
Snake bird (see anhinga)

ÌChipping, caught by roadrunner 217
Spizella passerine
ÌEuropean House
Passer domesticus
hole-nesting 168, 179
flocks of 92
food dunking 151
nest parasites of 180
roosting 84
ÌWhite-crowned, food dunk 153
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Sparrowhawk, Japanese Lesser
Accipiter gularis
nest associations 173-174
spider, wolf
prey of flycatchers 143, 144,
220-21
spishing 97
Squirrel, Red; as nest predator 169
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus
Starling, European; 75, 153, 225-26
Sturnus vulgais
communal roosting of 84
flocking 98
ground-roosting 77
nest parasites of 180
Stilt, Black-necked
Himantopus mexicanus
distraction displays 243
Stonechat, vigilant species in flock 92
Saxicola torquata

Snakes

Storks

ÌBrown Tree Snake, as predator 79
Boiga irregularis
ÌRat Snake 42
Elaphe guttata
climbing tree to reach nest 169-70

ÌMarabou, food dunking 151
Leptoptilos crumeniferus
ÌWood, foot-trembling 188
Mycteria Americana
sublingual pouch 109

Sparrows
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Swallows
ÌBarn
Hirundo rustica
forked tail 161, 165-166
nesting 199, 200
roosting 83
ÌTree
Tachycineta bicolor
roosting 239
overwintering in Florida 239
Swan, Black, crèching 132
Cygnus atratus

Swifts
ÌChimney, hole-nesting 168
Chaetura pelagica
ÌCommon, aerial roosting 86
Apus apus
•T•
tails 159-166
also see specific species
adaptations for flight 160
auxiliary functions of 166
product of sexual selection 163
tapping, by woodpeckers 53, 54, 56,224-25

Terns
ÌFairy, nesting 180
Gygis alba
ÌLarge-billed, colonial nesting 171
Phaetusa simplex
ÌRoyal 241-42
Sterna maxima
ÌYellow-billed
Sterna superciliaris
colonial nesting with other species 171
thermoregulation 77
Thrush, Song, dropping snails 148
Turdus philomelos

Tits
ÌCoal, caching by 113
Parus ater
ÌCrested, caching by 113
Parus cristatus
ÌGreat 91
Parus major
ÌWillow, caching by 113
Parus montanus

toad 247
tool use 145-148
Tuatara, nesting with petrel 177-78
Sphenodon punctatus
Turkey, Wild 164, 244
Meleagris gallopavo
lekking (brotherhood) by 27, 216-217
profile 26
•V•
video: technical hints
depth of field 250
digital versus optical zooms 250
faming the shot 252
manual focus use of 250
lighting 251-52
stabilization 251
white balancing 252
Vireo, Plumbeous
Vireo plumbeus
nesting building 197-98
vision
manatees 202
ultraviolet 140-1, 249
visual displays (see specific species)
vocal mimicry 65, 153, 218, 219
vocalizations (see specific species)

Vultures
ÌBlack
Coragyps atratus
fighting 205-206 (video)
social interactions 205
roosting 75
ÌEgyptian, tool use by 148
Neophron percnopterus
ÌTurkey
Cathartes aura
flying with Zone-tailed hawks 158
roosting 75
sense of smell 81, 140
foraging and soaring video 205
•W•

Warbles
ÌChestnut-sided, foraging 149
Dendroica pensylvanica
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ÌGolden-cheeked
Dendroica chryoparia
dependence on juniper for nesting 177
ÌYellow, host of brood-parasite 175-75
Dendroica petechia
ÌPalm, bathing 240
Dendroica palmarum
Ward, P. 80
warning calls, see alarm calls

Wasps
ÌPotter, building pot nests 230
Zeta argillaceum
ÌSouthern Yellow Jacket, large hive 202
Vespula squamosa
watchman’s song,
sentinels among birds 93
Water Turkey (see anhinga)
Waxbill, Common
Estrilda astrild
scat placed in nests 171
Waxwing, Cedar
Bombycilla cedrorum
prey of shrikes 153
Weaver, Heuglin’s
Ploceus heuglini
nest associations 173
Whimbrel, vigilant species 173
Numernius phaeopus
Wickler W. 94
Widowbird, Long-tailed
Euplectes progne
select for long tail 164, 165
Williams, Jessie R. 241
Willy Wagtail
Rhipidura leucophrys
foraging by 141
nesting with magpie 172, 200 (video)
wing-flashing 166, 232

ÌHairy, drumming 225
Picoides villosus
ÌLadder-backed, bathing (video) 229
Picoides scalaris
ÌNorthern Flicker, profile 54
Colaptes auratus
ÌPileated
Dryocopus pileatus
begging by nestlings 186
drumming 212, 225
extracting wood grub (video) 245
ÌRed-bellied
Melanerpes carolinus
building nest 224
clinging 225
drumming and tapping 225
fledgling learning to forage (video) 228
foraging (video) 227
nest defense 225
ÌRed-cockaded
Picoides borealis
drilling sap holes 169-70, 179
ÌRed-headed, caching by 112
Melanerpes erythrocephalus
Woodpigeon 207
Columba palumbus

Wrens
ÌBewick’s 246
Thryomanes bewickii
ÌCarolina 93
Thryothorus ludovicianus
ÌHouse 169
Troglodytes aedon
ÌRufous-naped, nesting with bees 175
Campilorhynchus ridinucha
•Z•
Zahavi, A. 80, 82

Woodpeckers
ÌAcorn 76, 109-110
Melanerpes formicivorus
caching by 108, 112
communal roosting of 75, 79
roosting 75
video 223
ÌDowny, profile 51
Picoides pubescens
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Making a difference
John Keats wrote: “Nothing ever becomes real till it is experienced.”
This is particularly true about the natural world. If you are a naturalist
you are already aware of this. Unfortunately, too few people have
experienced the marvels of nature on a firsthand basis. By contributing
to the Terra Explorer Project, you can inspire others to become personally involved. How? By showing them that exploration of the natural
world is both exciting and worthwhile. There are practical reasons as
well for sharing your discoveries. Not only do the ideas of naturalists
provide insights into how nature works, the information they collect is
useful for monitoring changes in biodiversity and the health of global
environments. Need I say more?
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